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HO,HO Christmas is here at last!!!!  

Time to get all your models out for summer flying. All the ones you have repaired over the 
winter months. Weather has not been conducive to flying , given that equinox  has arrived 
over the last month.  
Remembering safety is the main factor, so please do all pre flight checks thoroughly, as you 
can see by the calendar we have a busy program for the next year, hope your all attend 
these meetings, as fellowship between members has been great .  
We have a big decision to make on the name change, that will be voted on at the next 
A,G,M in May 2016.  
As you all know my health has not been the best this year and I am progressing slowly back 
to good health. I hope 2016 is a better year as I looking forward to catching up with 
everyone , at the upcoming rallies  
Merry Christmas to you all and have a good one, keep smiling.  

Cheers Gary  

 

  

MANZ RALLIES - 2016  
  

Kapiti Aero Modellers     Kapiti                              30th & 31st January              
  

Contact: Paul Buckrell                 Phone 021422633    

                                                     Email: paul.buckrell@consultel.co.nz                                     

Springhill Aviation Club. Warkworth                            2nd & 3rd April  
  

Contact: Tony Lloyd        09 4250446   Email: Sommerset11@clear.net.nz  
  

Matamata-Piako M.A.C.  MANZ AGM                          7th & 8th May  
  

Contact: Gary Shaw            07 5791263   Email:  gary.mary@xtra.co.nz  
  

Matamata- Piako MAC Waharoa                                30th/31st July  

  

Contact: Gary Shaw            07 5791263   Email:  gary.mary@xtra.co.nz  
  

Taupo Model Fliers                                                      17th/18th September   
  

Contact: Paul Masters          07 3767076   Email:  p.s.masters@clear.net.nz  
  

Hawera M.A.C                                                          12th& 13th November  
  

Contact: Peter & Maureen Malcolm       Phone:  06 2726514    

                                                                Email:   peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz   
  

Mcleans Island Christchurch                              26th/ & 27th November  
  

Contact: Peter Hewson         03 3584022  Email:  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz  
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From the Secretary/Treasurer :     

Subscriptions  for year to 2016 
  

  
Subscriptions are now due for year to 31st march 2016. Could you please check your MANZ Member- 
ship card and if it shows an expiry date of 31 March 2015 it would be appreciated if you would forward a  
cheque for $10.00 to the Treasurer:    
G F Loveridge    
5  Florence Place    
FEILDING 4702    
Alternatively you could send $20. (2 years subscriptions) and save yourself and the club postage,    
( Yours and the Treasurers reminder letter).    
You can also pay electronically to;    

The Secretary/Treasurer    
Miniature Aircraft New Zealand Inc    
At Westpac Feilding    
A/c # 03 0626 0762162 00    
Please include your name on payment to assist with reconciliation.    
Many thanks    
Graham Loveridge   
  
  

From the Bulletin Editor 
  

  

This bulletin is a small one due to Taupo rally being cancelled due to bad  

weather.   
  
  
Thanks   
Barry   
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Just looking around the web to put some more info into bulletin and found this. ,it 
might be helpful to someone  who is looking for that  scale pilot  
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If you are looking for something extra special for that scale RC modeler in your life, or you simply want to 
fill out the front office of your newest RC scale project, than you have to check out the great looking highly 
detail pilot figures from Warbirdpilots.com And here’s the latest inside scoop!  

 

Owner and operator Adam Martin, is now offering a new line of highly detailed modern Jet Pilots in 10 
in., 12 in., and 15 in. tall sizes.  Scales include: 1/8, 1/7, 1/6, 1/5, and 1/4 scale.  The Jet Pilots come with 
a wire frame cotton filled body that keeps the figure incredibly light (starting at only 4 oz.) and can be 
put into any position  
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Warbirdpilots.com also carries a full line of similar size WWI, WWII, and Modern Fighter Pilot Figures.  
These figures are fully adjustable to any position and are outfitted with the absolute most scale accessories 
on the market. The figures are incredibly light, designed specifically for model aircraft, and have the 
ability to be cut and shortened into busts.  
The line of pilot figures available from Warbirdpilots.com includes: WWI British / French, WWI German,  

WWII USAAF, WWII USAAF Tuskegee, WWII US Navy Pacific, WWII British RAF, WWII Russian,  

WWII German Luftwaffe, WWII Japanese, Korean Era Jet Pilot, Modern Jet Pilot, Helicopter Pilot, Civilian  

Pilots  

Warbirdpilots.com will also do custom work to individualize your pilot and/or match your specific scheme 
on your aircraft.  

Adam Martin, Warbirdpilots.com, 380 Hitchcock Rd. Unit 164, Waterbury, CT 06705; 203-528-4352 
adammartin203@gmail.com  
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We had an average MANZ meeting here at McLeans Island Club this weekend basically trying to 
chase the wind. Winds gusted up to 22 knots on Saturday and 40knots on Sunday. The best flying 
was early on during both days. There were only 9 registered pilots over the two days, but a variety 
of models nonetheless. These included a Zero which handled the wind remarkably well, a Pitts 
Python, Spitfire, Pawnee, Cub, jet and a Spartan which I have sent a couple of photos of. 
McLeans Island club put on a great barbecue and we were able to shelter in the warmth of their 
club house and have a good natter. We had four new members sign up after I gave a brief spiel  

 
When you install a clear plastic windshield or canopy, the way you attach it to the model, or the way you 
treat the attachment seams has a lot of affect on the model’s overall scale appearance. This technique can be 

Auckland Scale Days   
January2nd&3rd 2016   
NSMAC Green  road , Dairy Flat, Auckland   

 Pilots Briefing each day 099   
  
  
Sausage Sizzle & Drinks   
Prizes & No entry Fee   

Contacts:   
Roger    021 422 744   
Simon 021 103 11 949   
Brian   027 248 2549   

           Sponsors   
  
         Hobby City   
           Modelair   
           Scale Sig   

  

SATURDAY - Scale Competition : Two Classes   
Flying only  —    No Bom rule  or Static Judging, just Flying a Schedule   
Classic Scale  — Bom applies and model will be judged in a 4m circle using documentation supplied by entrant   
See NZMAA Scale page for details of flying requirements or gibbs,roger04@gmail.com and I will send it out 15kg limit.   
  
SUNDAY — Scale Fly - in for fixed wing from any era, civil and military   
Normal Safety Rules re Pits, Noise, Height, Observers Etc.   
Club Marshal will organise the flight line, NZMAA members only with minimum Basic badge required & Certificates for  
Large models Please   
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used on with many scale models from racers and open cockpit biplanes, to J3 Piper Cubs and other civilian 
and military aircraft that’s equipped with a clear windshield installation.  

 

Start by cutting a symmetrical windshield using a paper template to make sure it makes an even curve at 
both ends. Test fit the template on your model and when you are satisfied with it, transfer the shape to a 
sheet of clear plastic. Protect the outside of the plastic sheet (I use 0.015 to 0.020 inch thick plastic,) with a 
layer of masking tape. Place the template on the back side of the plastic and trace with a fine tip Sharpie 
marker.  

 

Mark the cockpit cover for the shape of the windshield and finalize the cockpit opening before you finish 
painting the hatch cover. It is better to do it now before there is a paint job to mar and chip.  
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After the cockpit hatch cover is painted, tape the windshield in place with making tape and then, using Pacer 
Formula 560 Canopy Glue, form a bead of adhesive along the bottom edge where it contacts the hatch cover. 
Set aside and let the adhesive dry overnight.  
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Here’s the formed fairing strip ready for detail. I use J.B. Weld metal epoxy putty to form a smooth fillet 
between the windshield and to the surface of the catch cover. Simply apply tape to the junction of the two 
surfaces and then carefully cut away the tape with a sharp hobby knife to expose about 3/16 inch of the 
windshield and the area around it. Then mix up the epoxy and apply a thick bead around the exposed area. 
Wet your fingers and smooth the J.B. Weld and let setup for about 2 hours or until it begins to firm up. 
Carefully remove tape.  

 

Drill several small holes centered on the fairing strip with a small 0.020 drill bit and a pin vice. Make sure 
they are evenly spaced around the windshield.  
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Here the screws have all been installed.  

 

Now mask off everything you don’t want to paint white using vinyl tape and masking tape. Leave all the 
edges of the fairing strip exposed.  
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Once the tape has all been removed, use some alcohol to remove any residue left behind by the tape  

 

Here’s the finished windshield with its nice looking fairing strip. This technique works well on any model 
needing similar detailing.  

 

 

  
  

Hamish Loveridge  
10 Wood Street  
Palmerston North 027 
460 3848  
hamishloveridge@hotmail.com  

 

 
Sender; 
MANZ Editor  
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